High Density Shelving Systems Now Available!
Commercial Kitchen Equipment Supplier in Australia

Brice Australia now brings a new shelving system by Tonon to the Australian market. Italian designed and manufactured, Tonon produce high density
modular shelving systems that have been crafted to maximise space utilisation. Tonon’s shelving system is suitable for use in cool rooms,
supermarkets, commercial kitchens, restaurants, butcher’s shops, poultry shops, delicatessens, and various other food and hospitality settings.

Tonon’s modular shelving system is 100% customisable. Using 3D imaging of the customer’s facility, Tonon can manufacture the ideal shelving
system. Some of the key advantages of this shelving system are: manufactured from food grade materials, antibacterial and hygienic compliant
shelving, made from recyclable materials, easy to assemble and setup, easy to clean and caters to room temperatures ranging between -30o C and
+90o C. This makes the shelving system ideal for food preparation facilities that rely on clean and food-friendly storage equipment that can store
various produce of differing types, sizes and weights.

The shelving system is self-supporting and does not need to be secured to floors or walls. This inherent feature minimises installation time, simplifies
assembly, promotes customisation and suits owners or tenants who want to limit modifications to their premises. Corner configurations can also be
installed to maximise space usage by using corner brackets instead of frames which securely lock into neighbouring shelves. Depending on the space
of the room, up to 90% of the room can be utilised with Tonon’s shelving system.

Accessories available with Tonon’s shelving system include: dividers, colour coded racks, fall arresting bars, additional supports for heavier items
and assorted brackets.

About Brice Australia
Established in 1939, Brice Australia serve the commercial and domestic food and hospitality industries in Australia with user-friendly, reliable and
quality food-preparation equipment.

From small hands-on equipment through to fully automated process-line equipment, Brice Australia can satisfy any sized business with effective food
preparation solutions. The company has partnered with prestigious manufacturers in Europe to provide the Australian market with some of the highest
quality, elegantly refined and superior performance equipment available.

Brice Australia stock slicers, food processing equipment, mixers, meat processing equipment, light kitchen equipment, ovens, grills, manual
wrappers, vacuum packers, weighing scales, access control systems and shelving. All products have been crafted to achieve maximum benefit to the
user to help minimise downtime, improve productivity and satisfy common operational requirements.
For more information, please visit: https://www.briceaust.com.au/cool-room-shelving/
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